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Abstract

An improved front tracking method for hyperbolic conservation laws is presented. The improved method accurately
resolves discontinuities as well as continuous phenomena. The method is based on an improved front interaction model
for a physically more accurate modeling of the Euler equations, as compared to standard front tracking methods. The
resulting algorithm is also more efficient than existing front tracking methods. The improved front tracking method is
applied to the Euler equations for one-dimensional unsteady flow and two-dimensional steady supersonic flow. The results
are compared to results of a standard front tracking method and a finite volume method.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many problems in fluid dynamics are governed by hyperbolic conservation laws. Their discontinuous solu-
tions can be hard to resolve with standard fixed grid methods. To obtain a more accurate solution in these
cases, a fixed grid method can be combined with a front tracking method, in which discontinuities are treated
as additional degrees of freedom. Front tracking was initially proposed by Richtmyer and Morton [25] and
further developed in the context of aerodynamics by Moretti [24]. It has been applied in a one-dimensional
code by for example Swartz and Wendroff [31]. In two-dimensions, front tracking including wave labeling
techniques has been investigated by Glimm, Grove, Chern, Holmes and coworkers [2,5,8–11,13,17]. These
applications of front tracking have resulted in successful simulations of instabilities [2,13,17] and bifurcations
[10] in gas dynamics [5]. It has resulted in increased understanding of hyperbolic systems [8,9] and wave inter-
actions [11]. The extension of front tracking to three dimensions has been demonstrated in [12].

Other types of front tracking methods do not need a fixed background grid for resolving the continuous
flow phenomena [27]. These front tracking methods solve for both the continuous and the discontinuous
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phenomena. In that case, the continuous phenomena are represented by a piecewise constant approximation
with a series of small discontinuities. In this paper, the latter class of front tracking methods is considered.
This version of front tracking can be used as both an analytical and a numerical tool to study hyperbolic con-
servation laws. As an analytical tool front tracking has been used to analyze scalar equations and systems of
hyperbolic conservation laws in one and more spatial dimensions [1,3,4,15,28]. Convergence toward the weak
solution has been proven for strictly hyperbolic systems with sufficiently small total variation of the initial
data, by Risebro [28], and Bressan and LeFloch [3]. Stability and uniqueness have been demonstrated in
[3,4]. In [15] it has been proven that dimensional splitting for scalar conservation laws in multiple spatial
dimensions converges to a unique solution. The fact that infinitely many fronts can build up in finite time
is discussed in [1,3,28].

Here the front tracking method is considered as a numerical tool to solve problems in fluid dynamics. Front
tracking has been used to numerically treat scalar equations and systems of hyperbolic conservations laws
[14,20,21,23,26,27]. The front tracking method has for example been applied to one-dimensional problems
in gas dynamics and polymer flooding, by Risebro, Tveito and Langseth [20,21,26,27]. Implementation issues
have been addressed in [21] and a comparison with Godunov-type methods is given in [20]. In [14], the shallow
water equations are treated in combination with operator splitting. A second-order front tracking method for
scalar conservations law in one dimension has been developed by Lucier [23]. Front tracking in one-dimension
is mainly used as test for multi-dimensional algorithms. In higher dimensions front tracking has been used as a
tool in dimensional splitting. In [16,22], the front tracking method is applied to multi-dimensional problems in
combination grid adaption, for the scalar case and for systems of conservation laws, respectively.

The basis of a standard front tracking algorithm is the piecewise constant approximation of the solution of
local Riemann problems. The position of the discontinuities in this approximation is described by the fronts.
In nonlinear initial-boundary value problems these fronts can intersect, which results in front interactions. The
flow conditions at the intersection point resemble the initial conditions of a local Riemann problem. The front
interaction is solved by computing the solution of the local Riemann problem. The piecewise constant approx-
imation of the solution of the Riemann problem results in new fronts and so on.

The front tracking method is a natural way to solve hyperbolic conservation laws like the Euler equations.
However, the standard front tracking method applied to Euler flows [16,27] allows some non-physical behav-
ior, for example: (i) the method is unable to resolve isentropic compressions as truly isentropic phenomena,
since a compression in the local Riemann problems is always represented by a non-isentropic shock wave;
(ii) after every wave interaction a rarefaction wave is in principle represented by a centered expansion fan like
in a standard Riemann problem, and (iii) the difference between left and right running characteristics which
can cross each other and characteristics of the same family which cannot cross each other is not modeled
explicitly. These shortcomings can be improved by introducing an improved modeling of the physics of front
interactions.

An improved front tracking method is introduced based on a theoretical front interaction model that is
more general than the standard Riemann problem. The improved front interaction model uses wave front
types, which describe the physical phenomena the fronts represent. These wave front types are used in the
front interaction model to determine the physically correct interaction pattern. This improved model is based
on an analysis of all possible interactions. The improved front tracking method results in a more accurate and
a computationally more efficient simulation than existing front tracking methods. In this paper, these prop-
erties are demonstrated in one-dimensional unsteady and two-dimensional steady simulations as a test for
the implementation in higher dimensions.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, front tracking applied to the Euler equations is briefly
reviewed. The improved front tracking method is introduced in Section 3. Numerical results for the Euler
equations for one-dimensional unsteady test problems and two-dimensional supersonic wing section flows
are presented in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 the conclusions are summarized.

2. Front tracking applied to the Euler equations

In this section, the basic concepts of front tracking applied to the Euler equations for one-dimensional
unsteady flow are briefly reviewed before introducing the improved front interaction method.
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The system of hyperbolic conservation laws which describes one-dimensional unsteady Euler flow is given
by
a
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and initial condition U(x, 0) = U0(x), with q the density, u the velocity, p the pressure, H ¼ E þ p
q the enthalpy,

E the internal energy, which for a perfect gas reads E ¼ 1
c�1

p
qþ 1

2
u2, with c the ratio of specific heats (c ¼ cp

cv
),

and with U0(x) the initial condition, see for example [6,29].
The first step in solving the Cauchy problem for the Euler equations (1) with a front tracking method is to

approximate the initial conditions by a piecewise constant function. This introduces a first-order error in the
L1-norm. At the discontinuities in this approximation, the initial conditions resemble those of a local Riemann
problem [32]. In Fig. 1, a Riemann problem is show with the initial condition of two constant states Uleft and
Uright. The solution of the Riemann problem for the Euler equations, generally consists of three waves: a left
and right running shock or rarefaction wave and a contact discontinuity in between, see for example [6,29].
Four different constant states can be identified in the solution of the Riemann problem, where the two middle
states only differ in their densities.

The pressure and the velocity in the middle states, pmiddle and umiddle, can be solved for in the p,u-state space
by determining the intersection point of the two curves representing the left and the right running waves. In
general, this solution has to be determined iteratively. A non-isentropic compression by means of a shock
wave is represented by the Hugoniot curve. A rarefaction wave is represented by the Poisson curve. The Pois-
son curve also describes an isentropic compression.

The solutions of the local Riemann problems in the piecewise constant approximation of the initial condi-
tion are approximated by a piecewise constant functions. This approximation is exact for a shock wave and a
contact discontinuity. A continuous rarefaction fan is approximated by a piecewise constant function with a
series of discontinuities. This results in a first-order accurate approximation in the L1-norm [27]. The position
of the discontinuities in space-time is described by the fronts. In intersection points of fronts the solution
resembles the initial condition of a local Riemann problem. The solution of the local Riemann problem is
again approximated by a piecewise constant function and so on. The one-dimensional front tracking algo-
rithm as reviewed in this section is usually extended to higher dimensions as a tool in dimensional splitting,
see for example [16].

The accuracy of the solution depends on the number of discontinuities that are used to approximate a
rarefaction fan. Increasing this number results in a first-order error convergence. In theory, the number of
fronts in the solution of a Cauchy problem can be unbounded [1,3,28]. This problem is avoided numerically
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Fig. 1. A typical solution of the Riemann problem for the Euler equations for one-dimensional unsteady flow.
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by ignoring small discontinuities. This results in a computationally efficient method without affecting the error
convergence significantly.

3. The improved front tracking method

For using the front tracking method as a numerical tool, it is important that the flow physics is modeled
correctly. In a front tracking algorithm the flow physics is modeled by the front interaction model. In the stan-
dard front tracking algorithm [16,27] the front interaction modeling is fully determined by solving standard
Riemann problems. However, just solving standard Riemann problems at the intersection points allows some
non-physical behavior.

In this section, the improved front interaction model is introduced to obtain a more accurate simulation of
the physical behavior. The front interaction model is improved by taking into account that the intersecting
fronts represent specific physical phenomena. These wave phenomena interact differently with each other in
terms of the wave pattern that is generated at the intersection point. This wave pattern can differ from the
wave pattern generated by a standard Riemann problem. For example, if two characteristics of different fam-
ilies intersect, the same waves are present after the intersection. Solving a standard Riemann problem in that
case results in the creation of shock waves or centered rarefaction fans.

Using theoretical gas dynamics [6,29,34] the wave pattern associated with every front interaction can be
determined. The actual front velocities and the flow conditions are computed by solving a local Riemann
problem. Riemann problems are now solved in a non-standard way, since the solution depends on the wave
pattern that is prescribed by the front interaction model. Important numerical properties of the front tracking
method, like the error convergence and conservation properties, depend on the discretization of rarefaction
fans.

First, in Section 3.1 the wave types are reviewed, which are used to describe the physical phenomena the
fronts represent. In Section 3.2 the front interaction model based on the wave types is described. The non-stan-
dard Riemann solver which depends on the created wave pattern is discussed in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, a
discretization of rarefaction waves with equally spaced fronts is considered.

3.1. The wave types

The basic waves in Euler flows are a shock wave, a rarefaction or compression fan, and a contact discon-
tinuity [6,29]. In Fig. 2a the wave types in the discretization of a Riemann problem are shown. In the piecewise
constant approximation of the solution of the Riemann problem, shock waves are discretized by a single front.
Such a front is assigned the wave type of shock wave (sw), of which the velocity usw is given by the Rankine–
Hugoniot relation uswDU = DF, where DU and DF are the jumps over the shock wave of the state and the flux
vector, respectively.
x

t
lch rchich ich cd sw

x

t
–1–1 0 1–1 –1
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Fig. 2. The wave types and wave family types in the discretization of a Riemann problem.
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A rarefaction wave consists of a fan of characteristics. The fronts in the piecewise constant approxima-
tion of a rarefaction fan therefore represent the wave type of a characteristic. To discretize the spatial
dimension of a rarefaction fan accurately, three different wave types are used for representing characteris-
tics. The left end of a rarefaction wave is discretized by a front with the leftmost characteristic (lch) wave
type with the characteristic velocity ulch = (u ± c)L, where the minus sign holds for a left running character-
istic and the subscript L denotes the state immediately at the left of the rarefaction wave as a whole. Sim-
ilarly, the right end of a rarefaction fan is discretized by a front with the rightmost characteristic (rch) wave
type with velocity urch = (u ± c)R, where the subscript R denotes the state immediately at the right of the
rarefaction wave.

The spatial dimension of a rarefaction fan can be represented by using one leftmost characteristic (lch) and
one rightmost characteristic (rch). For a more accurate discretization of the solution inside a rarefaction wave,
more than two fronts are used. These other fronts have the interior characteristic (ich) wave type with velocity
uich ¼ 1

2
ððu� cÞl þ ðu� cÞrÞ, where the subscripts l and r denote the flow conditions immediately at the left and

the right of the interior front, respectively. The characteristic wave types are also used in the discretization of
isentropic compression fans, see Fig. 3a.

A contact discontinuity is discretized by a single front with the contact discontinuity (cd) wave type. The
velocity of the contact discontinuity wave type ucd = uL,R is equal to the flow velocity immediately left and
right of the contact discontinuity. In the solution of the Riemann problem this velocity corresponds to the
velocity in the middle state of the solution ucd = umiddle. Continuous variations of entropy, like for example
in the shock wave–rarefaction wave interaction of Fig. 3b, are discretized by a series of fronts representing
contact waves (cw). Three contact wave types are used: the leftmost front (lcw), the rightmost front (rcw)
and an interior front (icw) of a continuous change of entropy. The velocity of the waves lcw, rcw and icw
is equal to the flow velocity immediately left and right of the contact wave.

Also a family type is assigned to the fronts. Front interactions are influenced by the relative velocity of
the intersecting waves with respect to the fluid. The sign of this relative velocity is known as the family of
the wave. For example, two intersecting characteristics of different families can cross each other, but inter-
secting characteristics of the same family form a shock wave. All fronts are assigned one of the following
three families of waves: left running waves (�1), right running waves (1) and waves which have no relative
velocity with respect to the surrounding fluid (0). Shock waves and rarefaction waves can have wave fam-
ily type (�1) or (1) depending on whether they are created as left or right waves in a local Riemann prob-
lem. Contact waves have wave family type (0). In Fig. 2b the wave family types in the discretization of a
Riemann problem are shown.
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Fig. 3. Examples of the discretization of two continuous flow phenomena.
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3.2. The front interaction model

The front interaction model determines the solution of the front interaction in terms of the wave types of
the created wave pattern. The wave pattern is a function of the wave types and the families of the intersecting
waves. The 12 different combinations of wave types and family types result in 144 different wave intersections.
However, only 70 different wave intersections are physically possible. For example, two fronts with relative
velocity family (0) cannot intersect.

Every created wave pattern consists potentially of a left, right and middle wave. The improved front inter-
action model prescribes the wave types of these waves. The left and the right wave types can be shock wave
(sw), characteristic (lch, rch and ich) or the origin of a new rarefaction fan consisting of a series of character-
istics. The middle wave is always a contact discontinuity or a contact wave type (cd, lcw, rcw and icw). The left
and right wave family are left (�1) and right (1) running, respectively. The middle wave does not have a rel-
ative velocity with respect to the flow which corresponds to family (0). For all possible wave intersections the
created wave types can be derived from theoretical gas dynamics. In Appendix A the improved front interac-
tion model is given in tabulated form.

The front velocities and the flow conditions after the front interaction are computed by solving the local
Riemann problem at the intersection point. This Riemann solver has to take into account the effect of the
wave types prescribed by the front interaction model. After solving the local Riemann problem, the front
interaction is fully resolved. The fronts with wave types and wave families prescribed by the front interaction
model and computed front velocities are added to the space-time solution. If a centered rarefaction fan is cre-
ated, it is discretized by a series of characterics fronts. To avoid the build up of an infinite number of fronts,
weak fronts in the created wave pattern are neglected.

As an example consider the intersection of two left running characteristics of wave type ich, see Fig. 4. In
that case the front interaction model, see Appendix A, prescribes the creation of a shock wave as left wave
(sw,�1), a rightmost characteristic as right wave (rch, 1) and a rightmost contact wave as middle wave
(rcw, 0). The solution of the local Riemann problem determines the velocities of the three new fronts and
the flow states between the left, middle and right front.

3.3. The Riemann solver

The front interaction model determines whether the waves are isentropic or possibly non-isentropic before
solving the Riemann problem. This information has to be taken into account by the Riemann solver by rep-
resenting non-isentropic waves by a Hugoniot curve and isentropic waves by a Poisson curve. The solution of
the Riemann problem in the p,u-state space is then the intersection point of the curves representing the left and
point
intersection

(ich,–1)
(ich,–1)

(rch, 1)(rcw, 0)(sw,–1)

t

x

Fig. 4. Example of a wave interaction of two left running (�1) characteristics of wave type ich.
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the right wave. Four different Riemann solvers are implemented for the four different combinations of isen-
tropic and non-isentropic waves. This enables resolving isentropic compression waves as truly isentropic
phenomena.

For solving the isentropic Riemann problem the analytical solution is used. For the other Riemann prob-
lems an efficient iterative algorithm is used based on an iteration using the isentropic solution and similar to
the one described by Emanuel [7]. In this iteration the flow velocity and the pressure of the middle state
umiddle and pmiddle are approximated by the intersection point of the Poisson curves through the initial left
and right states Uleft and Uright, respectively. If the left or right wave are a shock wave in the wave pattern
prescribed by the front interaction model and the wave is a compression wave, then the left or right pressure
of the middle state is updated to lie on the corresponding Hugoniot curve. In the next iteration the flow
velocity and the pressure of the middle state umiddle and pmiddle are updated to the intersection point of
the Poisson curves through the left and right states Uleft and Uright found in the previous iteration, etc. This
iteration is repeated until the absolute value of the difference of the pressures of the middle states is smaller
than a user defined stop criterion. Cavity formation has not been considered in the Riemann solver for the
current applications.

The computational time of the front tracking method is dominated by solving the Riemann problems. The
improved front interaction model reduces the average number of iterations per Riemann problem compared to
a standard front tracking method. In the improved front tracking method compression waves are represented
by isentropic compression waves when physically appropriate. In a standard front tracking method every com-
pression wave is represented by a shock wave. The interaction of isentropic waves is more easy to compute
than when a non-isentropic wave is involved. This results in a smaller number of total iterations for solving
the Riemann problems in the improved front tracking method.

3.4. The discretization of rarefaction waves

The discretization of rarefaction fans is important for the error convergence rate and the conservation
properties of the front tracking method. Here a discretization of rarefaction waves with equally spaced fronts
is considered. The number of fronts that discretize a rarefaction fan depends on the strength of the rarefaction
wave defined by
Dw ¼
1

3

juL � uRj
1
2
ðjuLj þ juRjÞ

þ jpL � pRj
1
2
ðpL þ pRÞ

þ jqL � qRj
1
2
ðqL þ qRÞ

 !
: ð2Þ
The wave strength is also used for neglecting fronts weaker than a user-defined value ew. Dividing the wave
strength (2) of the rarefaction wave by a user-defined constant drw gives the number of fronts Nf that discretize
the rarefaction fan:
N f ¼ max 2;
Dw

drw

� �� �
: ð3Þ
Let ff1; f2; . . . ; fN f
g be the sequence of fronts that discretize the rarefaction fan from left to right. The fronts

ffigN f

i¼1 separate domains with uniform states fU 1;U 2; . . . ;U N f�1g, such that the domain with state Ui is en-
closed at the left by front fi and at the right by fi+1, for i = 1,2, . . . ,Nf � 1. Then the wave types of fronts
f1 and fN f

are lch and rch, respectively. The other fronts ff2; . . . ; fN f�1g have wave type ich. The wave velocities
of fronts f1 and fN f

are ulch = (u ± c)L and urch = (u ± c)R, respectively. The velocities of the ich waves vary
linearly from the velocity of the leftmost front to the velocity of the rightmost front:
uich;i ¼ ulch þ ðurch � ulchÞ
i� 1

N f � 1
; i ¼ 2; 3; . . . ;N f � 1: ð4Þ
For rarefaction fans with linear velocity distributions, this results in equally spaced fronts inside the rarefac-
tion fan. The flow velocity ufi and the speed of sound cfi on the ith front can be determined by isentropic rela-
tions. The piecewise constant flow conditions in between the fronts are determined by three relations. The first
relation is the relation for the velocity of the ich waves as defined in Section 3.1:
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uich;i ¼
1

2
ððu� cÞi�1 þ ðu� cÞiÞ; i ¼ 2; 3; . . . ;N f � 1; ð5Þ
where uich,i is given by (4). Since a rarefaction fan is an isentropic phenomenon, the second relation is the isen-
tropic relation
p
qc
¼ constant: ð6Þ
Satisfying this relation is important for preventing the creation of spurious numerical contact waves. For the
third relation the conservation of mass is used. Integrating the conservation of mass in state space between the
fronts fi and fi+1 results in
qi ¼

R ufiþ1
ufi

qdu

ufiþ1
� ufi

; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N f � 1: ð7Þ
The same relations are used for discretizing isentropic compression fans.

4. Numerical results

In this section, the improved front tracking method is applied to five test problems. Three one-dimensional
unsteady test problems (Sod’s Riemann problem, an isentropic compression, a standard blast-wave problem)
and two supersonic wing section flows are considered. These problems are of interest for one-dimensional
unsteady and two-dimensional supersonic problems and as tests for implementation in a fully multi-dimen-
sional algorithm. For these test problems the error convergence, the computational work and the conservation
error are studied. The results are compared to results of a standard front tracking method and a finite volume
method.

4.1. Sod’s Riemann problem

The solution of the Riemann problem is an important part of the front tracking algorithm. Therefore, the
first test problem is Sod’s Riemann problem [30,32]. This test problem is used to verify the improved front
tracking method with respect to error convergence and conservation error. The initial conditions for Sod’s
Riemann problem are
ul ¼ 0; ur ¼ 0;

pl ¼ 1; pr ¼ 0:1;

ql ¼ 1; qr ¼ 0:125:
The solution at t = 1 is computed. In Fig. 5, the solution of the improved front tracking method in space-time
and the density at t = 1 are given. In Fig. 5a the rarefaction fan is discretized by 8 fronts. In Fig. 5b the solu-
tion for the density q for 8 and 1024 fronts is shown. In Fig. 6 the convergence of the global discretization
error and conservation errors at t = 1 are compared to the results of a standard front tracking method.
The following L1-error measure is used for the global discretization error
kuðx; tÞ � urefðx; tÞk1

kurefðx; tÞk1

þ kpðx; tÞ � prefðx; tÞk1

kpðx; tÞrefk1

þ kqðx; tÞ � qrefðx; tÞk1

kqrefðx; tÞk1

: ð8Þ
The conservation error is given by
Z
DðtÞ

Uðx; tÞdx�
Z

Dð0Þ
Uðx; 0Þdx

�����
����� ð9Þ
plus contributions of the domain boundaries, where D(t) is the spatial domain. The results of the improved
and the standard front tracking method for this test problem are identical, since no front intersections occur.
The error convergence as a function of the number of fronts discretizing the expansion fan Nf is first-order as
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expected [27]. The conservation of mass is satisfied up to machine precision, since the conservation of mass (7)
is used to determine the density inside the rarefaction fan. The conservation of mass is only restricted by the
accuracy of the Riemann solver. The conservation of momentum and energy reach second-order convergence
similar as reported in [31].
4.2. An isentropic compression

The next test problem is a one-dimensional unsteady piston problem with an isentropic compression, see
Fig. 7. This test problem is used to demonstrate that the improved front tracking method resolves isentro-
pic compressions more accurately than a standard front tracking method. At t = 0, the piston at the left of
the semi-infinite fluid domain starts to move to the right with a constant acceleration of 1

2
. The piston cre-

ates an isentropic compression fan in which a shock wave is formed after finite time t = 1.1. The shock
strength increases in time, which causes a continuous change of entropy behind the shock wave. This
entropy layer is discretized by a series of contact waves. The piston path is discretized by using a piecewise
linear approximation using Np points. The number of fronts discretizing the isentropic compression fan is
then: Nf = Np.



Fig. 7. The piston problem with a piston closing the semi-infinite fluid domain at the left.
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In Fig. 8a the solution in space-time is given for t 2 [0; 1.4]. In Fig. 8b the entropy at t = 1.4 is shown for
Nf = 6 for both the improved and the standard front tracking method. The results are compared to the solu-
tion of the improved front tracking method with Nf = 64. It can be seen that the improved front tracking
method results in an exactly isentropic compression fan independent of the accuracy of the discretization
and that the entropy increases only due to the increasing strength of the shock wave. The standard front track-
ing method results in an entropy error behind the isentropic part of the compression.

The error convergence and the computational work for the improved and standard front tracking method
are given in Fig. 9. Both methods are first-order accurate with respect to Nf, see Fig. 9a. The entropy error has
an effect on the global discretization error, but it does not affect the convergence rate. Resolving isentropic
compressions can have a large effect on the efficiency. For front tracking methods the computational work
is dominated by solving the Riemann problems. Therefore, a good measure for the amount of computational
work for a front tracking method is the total number of Riemann solver iterations needed. In Fig. 9b the com-
putational work is given as a function of Nf. For this flow problem, the amount of computational work with
the improved front tracking method is a factor two lower than with the standard front tracking method. The
solution of Riemann problems involving shock waves requires more iterations than an isentropic Riemann
problem. Since in a standard front tracking method all compressions are represented by shock waves, a
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standard front tracking method is computationally more intensive than the improved front tracking method.
The conservation error converges again with second-order.

4.3. The blast-wave problem

The blast-wave test problem of Woodward and Colella [33] is a standard test problem for demonstrating
the performance of numerical methods with respect to resolving strong shock waves, rarefaction fans and con-
tact discontinuities. The blast-wave test problem is defined in a one-dimensional spatial domain with unit
length. The fluid is enclosed by a reflecting wall at both ends. Initially, the fluid is divided into three uniform
domains with zero velocity, unit density and pressure:
p ¼
1000; 0 < x < 0:1;

0:01; 0:1 < x < 0:9;

100; 0:9 < x < 1:

8><
>: ð10Þ
From these discontinuities in the initial condition, two shock waves and two contact discontinuities run to-
ward the center of the domain and two centered rarefaction fans run toward the walls at which they reflect,
such that all these flow phenomena interact with each other in the interior of the flow domain.

In Fig. 10 the solution of the improved front tracking method for the blast-wave test problem is given for
t 2 [0;0.038]. In Fig. 10a the solution for the space-time domain for drw = 0.25 is shown in terms of the front
paths and wave types. In Fig. 10b the density at t = 0.038 is given for drw = 0.05. By comparing these two fig-
ures with results in [33], it can be concluded that the solution is very accurate. The solution shown in Fig. 10b
has been obtained by using only 7938 cells in the whole space-time domain. It is remarked that in the reference
solution in [33] already 3096 cells are used per time step. This demonstrates the efficiency of the improved front
tracking method. The computational time is dominated by solving in total 7616 Riemann problems in the
intersection points. For this test problem, the average number of iterations per Riemann problem is only
1.13, due to the large number of isentropic Riemann problems.

In Fig. 11, the error convergence is shown versus drw and the amount of computational work. The error
convergence of the improved front tracking method is first-order, see Fig. 11a. The results of the standard
front tracking method are not shown in the same figure, since the relative wave strength defined by (2) cannot
be used for a standard front tracking method. For the standard front tracking method an absolute measure of
the wave strength is used. The error convergence as a function of the computational work for both methods is
shown in Fig. 11b. The improved front tracking method appears to result in a faster convergence than the
standard front tracking method. The reduction in computational work is due to (i) the relatively higher



Fig. 10. The improved front tracking method for the blast-wave problem for t 2 [0;0.038].
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number of isentropic front interactions for the improved front tracking method and (ii) the definition of the
relative wave strength.

4.4. Supersonic wing section flow

The front tracking method can also be applied to the steady Euler equations for two-dimensional super-
sonic flow. In this section, the improved front tracking method is applied to supersonic wing section flows.
A diamond shaped wing section and a parabolic wing section are considered.
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4.4.1. The Euler equations for two-dimensional supersonic flow

The Euler equations for two-dimensional steady flow are given by
Fig. 12
supers
oF
ox
þ oG

oy
¼ 0; F ¼

qu

p þ qu2

quv

quH

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; G ¼

qv

quv

p þ qv2

qvH

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; ð11Þ
with u and v the velocity components in x- and y-direction, respectively. If the flow is supersonic in the whole
flow field, these equations are hyperbolic in the flow direction. The wave types and the front interactions re-
main the same as for the one-dimensional unsteady case. For applying the improved front tracking method to
steady two-dimensional supersonic flow only minor changes in the algorithm have to be made: (i) Riemann
solvers for the supersonic two-dimensional steady Riemann problem have to be used and (ii) an extra variable
has to be introduced to describe the second component of the velocity vector.
4.4.2. A diamond shaped wing section

The first wing section that is considered is a diamond shaped wing section with a maximum thickness of
ymax = 0.1 at x ¼ 1

2
. The Mach number of the undisturbed flow is M1 = 1.5. The results of the front tracking

method are compared to results of a finite volume method [18,19]. The computations with the finite vol-
ume method are performed with second-order accuracy by using a limiter scheme on a 96 · 96-grid. A mul-
tigrid method is used to speed up the solution process.

In Fig. 12 the numerical solutions for the pressure field are shown. The result of the improved front track-
ing method is given in Fig. 12a. In Fig. 12b the solution of the finite volume method is shown. The improved
front tracking method results in a clearly more accurate solution. In the improved front tracking method
numerical diffusion is absent. In the finite volume method the numerical diffusion results in significant smear-
ing of the shock waves. The spatial grid of the improved front tracking method is significantly coarser than
that of the finite volume method due to a reduction of the number of cells with a factor 100.
4.4.3. A parabolic wing section

The second wing section is parabolic with a maximum thickness of ymax = 0.1 at x ¼ 1
2
. The undisturbed

Mach number is again M1 = 1.5. For the numerical treatment the parabolic wing section shape is approxi-
mated piecewise linearly. This piecewise linear function is handled by the improved front tracking method
as a continuous variation in curvature (except for the leading and trailing edge). In Figs. 13a and 13b the solu-
tion of the improved front tracking method and the finite volume method, respectively, are shown. For the
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parabolic wing section, the improved front tracking method results in a similar improvement of the accuracy
and efficiency compared to the finite volume method.
5. Conclusions

An improved front tracking method has been presented for solving the Euler equations numerically.
A front tracking method approximates the solution by a piecewise constant function with a series of discontinu-
ities. The position of these discontinuities is described by the fronts. In the improved front tracking method
besides the position and the strength of the discontinuities, also the physical phenomena that the fronts rep-
resent, are tracked. This information is used in an improved front interaction model for a better physical mod-
eling of the Euler equations. This results in a more accurate simulation and less computational work than with
a standard front tracking method. The improved front tracking method is more efficient due to the decrease of
the average number of iterations per Riemann problem and due to the use of a relative measure for the wave
strength.

These properties have been demonstrated by applying the improved front tracking method to test problems
for the Euler equations. One-dimensional unsteady shock tube problems have been considered, i.e. Sod’s Rie-
mann problem, a piston problem and a standard blast-wave problem. The results have been compared to
those of a standard front tracking method. The improved front tracking method has also been applied to
supersonic wing section flows. The results have been compared to those of a finite volume method there.
The error convergence rate of the improved front tracking method is first-order which is standard for front
tracking methods. The conservation errors converge with second-order. It is demonstrated for the blast-wave
problem that the improved front tracking method is up to a factor 10 times more efficient than a standard
front tracking method. Compared to a finite volume method, the improved front tracking method is more
accurate, since numerical dissipation is absent. Moreover, the computational grid resulting from the improved
front tracking method is significantly coarser. These results motivate a further study into the implementation
in a fully multi-dimensional algorithm as a tool in dimensional splitting.
Appendix A. The front interaction model in tabulated form

In this appendix the improved front interaction model is given in tabulated form. The front interaction
model prescribes the wave types of the fronts that are created in the local Riemann problem solved at the inter-
section point of fronts. The prescribed wave types are a function of the wave types and the wave families of the
intersecting fronts. Only intersections of two fronts are considered here. In Tables A.1–A.3 the wave types of
the created left, middle and right wave are given as a function of the intersecting left and right front, respec-



Table A.1
The improved front interaction model for the created left wave type (family �1)

type right sw sw lch lch rch rch ich ich cd lcw rcw icw

left fam. �1 1 �1 1 �1 1 �1 1 0 0 0 0

sw �1 sw · sw · sw · sw · · · · ·
sw 1 sw rw lch lch rch rch ich ich rw lch rch ich
lch �1 sw · · · sw · sw · · · · ·
lch 1 sw rch lch · rch rw ich lch rch ich rch ich
rch �1 sw · · · · · · · · · · ·
rch 1 sw lch lch · rch · ich · lch lch ich ich
ich �1 sw · · · sw · sw · · · · ·
ich 1 sw ich lch · rch lch ich lch ich ich ich ich
cd 0 sw · lch · rch · ich · · · · ·
lcw 0 sw · lch · rch · ich · · · · ·
rcw 0 sw · lch · rch · ich · · · · ·
icw 0 sw · lch · rch · ich · · · · ·

Table A.2
The improved front interaction model for the created middle wave type (family 0)

type right sw sw lch lch rch rch ich ich cd lcw rcw icw

left fam. �1 1 �1 1 �1 1 �1 1 0 0 0 0

sw �1 cd · rcw · lcw · icw · · · · ·
sw 1 cd cd lcw lcw rcw rcw icw icw cd lcw rcw icw
lch �1 lcw · · · cd · rcw · · · · ·
lch 1 lcw rcw � · � cd � lcw cd lcw rcw icw
rch �1 rcw · · · · · · · · · · ·
rch 1 rcw lcw � · � · � · cd lcw rcw icw
ich �1 icw · · · rcw · rcw · · · · ·
ich 1 icw icw � · � lcw � lcw cd lcw rcw icw
cd 0 cd · cd · cd · cd · · · · ·
lcw 0 lcw · lcw · lcw · lcw · · · · ·
rcw 0 rcw · rcw · rcw · rcw · · · · ·
icw 0 icw · icw · icw · icw · · · · ·

Table A.3
The improved front interaction model for the created right wave type (family 1)

type right sw sw lch lch rch rch ich ich cd lcw rcw icw

left fam. �1 1 �1 1 �1 1 �1 1 0 0 0 0

sw �1 rw · rch · lch · ich · · · · ·
sw 1 sw sw sw sw sw sw sw sw sw sw sw sw
lch �1 lch · · · rw · rch · · · · ·
lch 1 lch sw lch · lch sw lch sw lch lch lch lch
rch �1 rch · · · · · · · · · · ·
rch 1 rch sw rch · rch · rch · rch rch rch rch
ich �1 ich · · · rch · rch · · · · ·
ich 1 ich sw ich · ich sw ich sw ich ich ich ich
cd 0 rw · rch · lch · ich · · · · ·
lcw 0 lch · rch · lch · ich · · · · ·
rcw 0 rch · rch · lch · ich · · · · ·
icw 0 ich · rch · lch · ich · · · · ·
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tively. Vertically, the 12 different wave type combinations with relative velocity family of the left intersecting
wave are given. Horizontally, the wave type and wave family of the right intersecting wave are given. The wave
types are shortened as follows:
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sw, shock wave;
lch, leftmost characteristic of a fan of characteristics;
rch, rightmost characteristic of a fan of characteristics;
ich, internal characteristic of a fan of characteristics;
cd, contact discontinuity;
lcw, leftmost contact wave of a continuous change in entropy;
rcw, rightmost contact wave of a continuous change in entropy;
icw, internal contact wave of a continuous change in entropy.

The wave families are denoted as:

�1, left running wave;
1, right running wave;
0, zero relative velocity wave.

See Section 3.1 for a more detailed description of the wave types and the wave families. In Table A.1 the
wave types of the created left waves (family �1) are tabulated for every combination of intersecting fronts. The
intersections which are impossible are denoted by a ·. The wave type of the left waves cannot be a contact
discontinuity wave type. In some cases the created wave can be either a shock wave or a centered rarefaction
fan depending on the solution of the Riemann problem. This is denoted by rw.

In Table A.2 the wave types of the created middle waves (family 0) are tabulated for every combination of
intersecting fronts. The wave type is always a contact wave or contact discontinuity wave type. If no middle
wave is created at the intersection this is denoted by the symbol �. In Table A.3 the wave types of the created
right waves (family 1) are tabulated for every combination of intersecting fronts. The wave type of a right
wave cannot be a contact discontinuity wave type.
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